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Editorial

What is a church?
I have been studying this question and potential
answers, and believe that I am ready to define a
church as “two or more”, who get together because
they are Christians with a purpose to either pray
for one another, encourage one another, or disciple
one another. I base this on Matthew 18:20, “For
where two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them”, and Hebrews
10:24-25, “And let us consider one another to provoke unto love and to good works: Not forsaking the
assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of
some is; but exhorting one another: and so much the
more, as you see the day approaching.”
I think many might disagree with a church being
as small as “two or more”, yet I don’t find scripture
that gives us a greater number. I know of one church
planting organization that trains people to start
churches here in America. You are deemed a success
whenever you hit twenty that attend regularly. I visited one website that stated you were a church when
you had eight or more gathered together in a home
for worship. Granted, two or more might encompass two people getting together for lunch at a local
restaurant. But if they do this on a regular basis, take
time to share prayer requests, pray for one another,
and spend their time conversing about the Lord, why
isn’t it a church in the basic definition?
I know some would say that to be a church, you
must have corporate worship and a sermon. And,
while most know in their head and heart that being a
church isn’t about a “building”, I am surprised by the
number of people that seem to define their gathering of believers as “not” a church yet, because they
don’t have a building (something to put a sign on).
Arlington: As you read the article, note that they
mention 329 other groups, “virtually small congregations” meeting weekly in apartment complexes, mobile homes, houses, etc. Why aren’t they considered
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329 new churches? Is it because they don’t have a
building? Is it because some also have a membership
in another church and this is their ministry outside
of their church? How can we separate this out Biblically?
We are a divided body when it comes to the definition of a true church, just as we are divided about
what is church “membership”. In my recent survey to
our readership on membership, the results revealed
that around 70% believe a person should only be a
member of one church (with 22% making the excepting for a member if they were to move away temporarily but plan to return, such as one going away
to college.) Twelve percent said they were fine with
their members being members of another church,
and eight percent said they actually no longer keep
track of “membership”, with many of those leaving
comments that they felt the concept of “membership” was unbiblical. Four percent said they had a
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy and five percent said
they really didn’t know if their church had a policy on
membership.
We will explore more about “what is a church” in
upcoming issues of The American Church Magazine.
Do you have an opinion? Please feel free to weigh in
either at our Online Community (www.theamericanchurchmag.com) or by dropping me an email (steve@
cdpublishers.com).
Together We Serve Him,

Steve Hewitt
President, Christian Digital Publishers, Inc.,
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Cover Story

Mission Arlington
is taking church
to the people
Tillie Burgin never envisioned creating a multimillion-dollar social services
nonprofit when, 27 years ago, she started a Bible class in a low-rent apartment complex in Arlington, Texas.
By Jeffrey Weiss

M

anagement theorists talk about five elements an organization needs to effect significant change: vision, skills, incentives, resources and an action plan. But the First Baptist Church of Arlington,
Texas, and Tillie Burgin, the resourceful leader of Mission Arlington,
have stood that theory on its head for 27 years.
Burgin, 76, said she never envisioned creating a multimillion-dollar social services
network when the church asked her to start
a Bible class in a low-rent apartment complex
in 1986. Resources, she said, tend to show up
providentially when they’re needed. And she
consistently, even defiantly, insists that she’s
never had anything remotely like an “action
plan.”
“If you can explain it, it’s not of God,” she
said.
The American Church Magazine®

She even denies that Mission Arlington is an
organization in the traditional sense.
“It’s not an organization,” she said. “It’s an
organism.”
But skills, Burgin has in abundance. And the
powerful incentive that drives her and more
than 40,000 volunteers each year emerges, she
said, from John 3:16 -- with a special emphasis
on “whosoever.”
Launched by First Baptist Arlington as an
effort to take church into the community, that
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small Bible study in one woman’s apartment
grew into what is today a $5-million-a-year
nonprofit organization that provides an array
of social services. More than just a social agency, however, Mission Arlington is still, as its
tagline claims, “taking church to the people.”
Along with free medical care, emergency
assistance, summer camps and other programs, the organization hosts a huge network
of Bible studies and other small, churchlike
groups. The 329 groups, virtually small congregations, meet weekly in apartment complexes,
mobile home parks and houses, bringing together volunteer leaders with groups of up to
several dozen residents for study and worship.
Though Mission Arlington doesn’t keep
precise attendance figures, it’s safe to say that
many more people meet in these small groups
than the 2,600 or so that show up on an average Sunday at First Baptist Arlington.
A healthy beehive
Every day but Sunday, Mission Arlington’s
main campus, located across the street from
the church, hums like a healthy beehive. People file into the “Front Room,” where they are
triaged for their spiritual and physical needs.
Out back, dozens of volunteers accept, sort
and distribute donations. The waiting rooms at
the dental and medical clinics are full.
But Burgin is no sedentary queen bee.
“Miss Tillie,” as she is often called, is likely to
be climbing in and out of trucks of donated
material or driving around Arlington visiting
the apartments that are part of the network.
A thousand people a day come to the central campus for food, clothing, medical and
dental care, furniture, emergency transportation, and even a little cash.
Are they Baptists? Do they even attend one
of the Bible studies? It doesn’t matter. There
are no barriers to entry.
The volunteers at the main campus and
the Bible study leaders come from all kinds
of churches, too: Catholic, United Methodist,
Churches of Christ, Lutheran, Episcopalian,
Bible Churches, and some with no denominational affiliation.
“They just love, love, love people,” said Lt.
Patrick Jones, head of the Arlington Salvation
The American Church Magazine®

Army. “If I disagree with you about the necessity of baptism, we can still work together to
build the kingdom of God.”
Mission Arlington holds no fundraisers and
has no marketing budget. But its 2011 990
form, the annual report that nonprofits are
required to file with the IRS, says it collected
almost $5 million in donations and had assets
of more than $15 million -- mostly buildings
that were donated or paid for by specific donations. Charity Navigator gives Mission Arlington
an unusually high score of 66.3 out of 70.
As its location suggests, Mission Arlington,
though a separate nonprofit, remains closely
associated with First Baptist Arlington. Burgin
and her troops are largely autonomous. But
Mission Arlington and its founding church still
supply each other with resources, inspiration
and ideas.
And that’s all fine with First Baptist Arlington’s pastor.
“My view of the church is that it is a partner
with God in accomplishing the restoration God
intends for his creation,” said the Rev. Dr. Dennis Wiles. “I believe that our church has bought
into the fact that we’re called to be agents of
restoration.”
When Wiles was called to the church more
than 11 years ago, the search committee made
it clear that support for Mission Arlington was
not negotiable. The church continues to be a
vital source of volunteers and financial support, currently providing more than $400,000 a
year for the nonprofit.
Planting the seed
So how did it start? Why has it succeeded?
Observers give two people credit for planting
the seed: Burgin and the man who was the
pastor at First Baptist Arlington in 1986, the
Rev. Dr. Charles Wade.
Arlington is a city of 370,000 -- about the
size of Raleigh, N.C., or Cleveland -- set between Dallas and Fort Worth. Then as now, it
was a town with plenty of poverty and lots of
low-rent apartments. According to the most
recent census data, more than 15 percent of
the residents and 22 percent of the children
live below the poverty line. Conditions weren’t
that different in the 1980s.
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They’re “spiritual but not religious.” They’re eager to talk about God,
but done sitting through sermons.
Want to reach young adults? Start a conversation.
They’re looking to participate, not to be an audience. So let them ask hard questions.
Grapple with tough stuff. Discover how God is reaching out to them.
And Lifetree Café is all about conversation.
Relaxing around tables, Lifetree participants hear inspiring stories,
tell their own stories…and draw closer to God and each other.
On college campuses, at coffee shops, and even in churches,
life-changing conversations are underway.
When you’re ready to connect, connect with us.
We’ll help you provide tested, ready-to-go, hour-long
guided conversations that let young adults experience
God in a fresh, new way.
Call 877-476-8703 or visit Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
to learn more.
“ D o i n g l i f e . D o i n g g o o d .”

Lifetree Café is now available in Canada!

Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
Copyright © 2013 Group Publishing, Inc.

*Projected 2025 church attendance from George Barna’s Revolution
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Wade and his church had been searching
for a way to reach out to the apartment dwellers and invite them into the successful and
mostly affluent church.
“I was hoping we could fall in love with our
community before we got afraid of it,” he said.
Then, at a meeting sponsored by the Baptist General Convention of Texas, Wade heard
another pastor explain how his church had set
up a chapel in a nearby apartment complex.
“It was like a light went off in me,” he said.
Wade knew just the person he wanted to
run the project.
Burgin grew up near the church. She and
her husband had been missionaries in Korea
for 10 years before one of their sons got so
sick they had to come home. She had been a
schoolteacher and the personnel director and
employee relations director for the Arlington
school district. And she was running two very
successful study groups for the church -- an
adult ministry and a weekly meeting targeting
women who were about her age and older.
Wade’s proposal matched exactly what
she’d thought about ever since returning from

The American Church Magazine®

overseas: “If we can do missions in Korea, why
can’t we do missions in Arlington?”
But like much of what she’d seen and done
overseas, his idea to take the church into the
community was easy to talk about, harder to
do.
The woman Burgin asked to host that first
Bible study had neither furniture nor money to
pay her utilities. Although Burgin solved those
problems, the people who attended the Bible
study brought their own urgent needs with
them. That pattern was repeated in apartment
complex after apartment complex.
“We started with a Bible study and then
discovered there was a physical need,” Burgin
said. “You can’t say to a person, ‘We’re going
to pray for you. Hope you get better.’ You have
to connect with that need.”
The need quickly outstripped the church’s
financial ability to meet it. To help attract donors beyond the church, First Baptist spun the
organization off into a separate nonprofit, one
of several the church has since established for
various ministries.
As with all the nonprofits the church has
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established, Wiles tries to keep a light touch,
staying aware of the operations without interfering.
Tillie the traffic cop
Burgin’s leadership style is more about
setting an example than cracking a whip. She
shows up six days a week for a series of staff
meetings at 5, 6 and 7 a.m. Although she has
an unmistakable influence on her employees,
she makes relatively few decisions -- her experienced staff, she said, needs little of that. But
her cellphone constantly buzzes with messages
keeping her informed.
“I’m the traffic cop. I want to know everything,” she said. “But there is a difference between controlling and being in control. I don’t
want to control. But I want to be in control.”
While Burgin gives her workers plenty of
freedom, if someone shows up with an ego,
Burgin is likely to assign him or her to sweeping the driveways, Wade said.
“If they do that faithfully, she’ll give them
the chance to do other things,” he said.
Over the years, Burgin has gathered stories
about the work at Mission Arlington and uses
them to inspire others to join her work. (For a
great example, watch the talk she gave in 2001
at the Duke University conference “Faith in the
Future: Religion, Aging and Healthcare in the
21st Century.”) The stories are tied together
with phrases and key sentences that she still
uses word-for-word.
One of those words is “indigenous.” Burgin
and others say one reason for her success is
that she is native to the area -- and so are her
volunteers. She adds new apartments by approaching complex owners, many of whom
own other apartments Mission Arlington already serves.
Once the owner has signed on, she finds a
specific location for the Bible study, such as the
vacant apartment that one owner is providing
for the newest study group. Then she finds a
team of volunteer leaders, drawing from members of other apartment congregations or elsewhere in the community. Rookies are teamed
with more-experienced leaders.
Jerry McCullough, a volunteer group leader
since September 2012, exemplifies how wellThe American Church Magazine®

connected the nonprofit is in Arlington. Until
he retired last June, McCullough was the superintendent of the Arlington school district.
McCullough isn’t a Baptist, but that’s not
a problem. Mission Arlington creates its own
study curriculum that avoids most of the hotbutton theological issues that can block cooperation. McCullough was happy to get with the
program.
“The mission goes back to John 3:16. We
just focus on that,” he said.
Semipermeable membrane
As the Rev. Andy Mangum, pastor of First
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Arlington, described it, Mission Arlington operates
as a sort of “semipermeable membrane” that
allows people from different churches to go in
and out without losing their own identity.
As with any organization, success breeds
success. Scale has its benefits, Mangum said.
“They’re large enough and have enough
resources that they are able to take just about
whatever you’re willing to give,” Mangum said.
Some organizations have restrictive hours,
he said. Others will accept only certain kinds
of donations or volunteers. Mission Arlington
opens early, stays open late and accepts pretty
much anything useful.
Mission Arlington is, in part, a family enterprise. Tillie Burgin’s husband, Robert, an associate dean at Dallas Baptist University, helps
out with the mission, and their son Jim handles
some administrative duties, particularly those
that are not his mother’s favorites. Like her,
Jim Burgin rejects traditional models for understanding the mission’s operation.
“We’ve just pushed back against the corporate overlay that has been pushed onto the
church,” he said. Often, the organization makes
decisions that at least initially seem to go
“against the flow,” he said.
For years, for example, the organization
held a traditional charity Thanksgiving meal
that served 1,000 hungry people. Though
popular with volunteers, the event was regarded less fondly by the people who queued up to
be fed.
So Mission Arlington did away with the
“soup line” and replaced it with full Thanksgiv-
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ing meals delivered directly to individual families, Jim Burgin said. Last year, the program fed
more than 22,000 people, who were able to
enjoy the holiday in their own homes.
“It protects people’s dignity,” he said.
Change, and stillness
His mother warns against getting too locked
in to particular patterns. Even success doesn’t
mean change isn’t needed. This year, she’s
moving to create small “Front Rooms” in some
apartment congregations that have space to
store and distribute clothing and food.
“You never want to get into ‘this is the
way we’ve always done it,’” Tillie Burgin said.
“Things change; people change; hearts change.
If we can get a little bit closer to people, reach
more people, that’s what God keeps pushing
us to see. But I don’t want to run out ahead of
him.”
At the same time, it’s dangerous to change
for the sake of change, she said. Wait, she said,
to discern God’s will.
“Many times, it’s just, ‘Be still. Be still. Be
still,’” she said.
Over the years, thousands
of visitors have come to Mission Arlington to find inspiration and maybe an idea or
two to take back to their own
churches.
But can they create their
own version of Mission Arlington without a Tillie Burgin -either a clone or at least someone with her special passion,
energy and skills?
It’s not easy, said Carol Childress, a Dallas-based church
leadership consultant.
“Tillie models better than
almost anybody else I know
what it means to be a disciple
of Christ and to live that out
every day,” she said.
Childress was working at
the Baptist General Convention
of Texas when Mission Arlington was born and has watched
it thrive. She’s not aware of anThe American Church Magazine®

other operation that has done so much for so
many for so long. But that doesn’t mean Miss
Tillie’s success can’t be repeated, she said.
“[Management expert] Peter Drucker used
to say that all you need is one working model
to demonstrate that something can be done,”
Childress said. “She is the one working model.”
This was first published in Faith & Leadership. www.faithandleadership.com
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Mission Arlington 2012
The nonprofit served
•
After-school program 3,600
•
Bible studies/congregations 12,000
•
Christmas toy distribution 33,925
•
Rainbow Express Bible club 39,347
•
Medical clinic 9,462
•
Tent revivals 1,800
•
Recorded spiritual decisions 1,960
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Article

Seven Common Ministries
for Successful Outreach &
Church Growth
#5 in the Series:
“The Outreach Ministry”
By Mike Turner

I

Why Do Churches Need an Organized Outreach Ministry?

“

t is estimated that 160 million people in the United States are unchurched, if we define un-churched as attending church two or less
times in a year”. Research reveals: “Only 21 percent of active churchgoers invite anyone to church in the course of a year. But only 2 percent
of the church members invited an un-churched person to church.”
Dr. Thom Rainer* published the above statistics several years ago in an article he wrote. I
believe they clearly confirm two things: churches need an organized outreach ministry, and
churches need to do a better job in teaching and
training members in outreach ministry needs
and activities. One specific statistic from Raine’sr
research really stood out to me. It was this:
“ninety-six percent of the un-churched people
surveyed said they are at least somewhat likely
to attend church if they were invited”.
Over the years of working with churches, we
here at CAA Ministries have come to realize that
The American Church Magazine®

most churches and their leadership only “talk”
about outreach. Few churches have an organized
outreach ministry in place that is producing
results—reaching their community and growing
their church. In most cases, outreach ministries
limp along without the oversight of passionate
leadership (the pastor needs help, he can’t do
everything by himself). Without committed leaders, outreach ministries will lack accountability
in planning the outreach strategy, preparing for
opportunities and events, executing personal and
corporate outreach, and tracking the results.
Sadly, when asking Pastors, church staff, and
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church leadership to provide a definition for
Over the years, many great outreach min“Church Outreach” you find no one common def- istry programs have been developed and used
inition upon which they all agree. To sum this up, by churches. Programs such as FAITH, GROW,
most churches say “we’re doing outreach” but
REACH, and others such as our program “The
cannot provide a definition for what it is they say Jesus Touch” have proven to be effective tools in
they are doing. Most church members never en- structuring an organized Church Outreach Mingage in personal outreach by inviting anyone to
istry. However, I challenge you to look at those
visit their church. And, today we wonder why so
churches that have demonstrated church growth
many churches are not growing, are not increas- using these programs, and you also will find all
ing in salvations and baptisms, and ultimately are of the other six ministries we’ve identified as
dying and closing their doors for good.
the key links to successful outreach and church
So you may ask, “What is the definition of
growth. Outreach is one of the keys, working
Church Outreach?” Church Outreach is an activi- hand-in-hand with the other six keys we identity-based approach to specific groups or individu- fied.
als, meeting their felt or actual needs through
Here is how CAA Ministries, a division of CAA
various kinds of social, cultural, and compassion
Software, Inc., can assist local churches in develministries—whether at the church or in the com- oping and organizing a successful Church Outmunities where they live—structured and orgareach Ministry:
nized to reach the lost and un-churched with the
message of Jesus Christ and an invitation to visit
• We at CAA want to help you with organizand unite with His church.
ing and structuring a successful Church
In Matthew 4:19 Jesus said to several of His
Outreach Ministry program. We can
disciples, “Follow me, and I will make you fishers
provide you with our free resources. It is
of men.” Here we see Jesus instructing His folour prayer and mission to help churches
lowers in one of the earliest
accounts we have in what
we today refer to as organized “Church Outreach.”
This alone should answer the
question that we opened this
article with: “Why Do Churches Need an Organized Outreach Ministry?” Jesus wants
us to be fishers of men.
Your Church Outreach
Ministry is important, and
you must organize it so that
your members can and will
accomplish the mandate they
have from Jesus. You must
structure it with a clearly
defined mission and common
ministry goals. Without this
Web-based & only
being the case, and in view
$15.00 per month
of the understood purpose
for Church Outreach Ministry, it becomes nothing more
than another social event for
FREE Informational Webinar or FREE Demo
church members masquerVisit us at: www.ChurchMemberLink.com
ading as Church Outreach
Ministry.
The American Church Magazine®
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become healthy, growing churches committed to fulfilling The Great Commission
and reaching their communities for Christ.
• CAA has produced a FREE and helpful
informational manual entitled, “The Jesus
Touch” Outreach and Evangelism Ministry
Manual. The American Church Magazine
readers may have this manual along with
other items at no cost (and without any
CAA registration required) by clicking this
link: http://bit.ly/XShmRy
• CAA offers what we call “an affordable,
meat and potatoes” church membership
system and church outreach system that
are easy to use. These are Internet-based,
nothing to install on your church computers. The package costs only $15 per
month. Training and conversion of your
current data into our system is included
at no extra cost. Our database is customizable by you—or we will help—so that
you may track any member information
you need. Our Outreach-Link® program is
included as a part of this package.
• Our products offer an excellent way to

The American Church Magazine®

become organized and efficient, not only
with your membership management
needs, but with your Outreach Ministry
management and tracking as well. The
American Church Magazine readers may
request a free demo of the system by
clicking this link: http://bit.ly/16Wt5zY
In the upcoming issues of The American
Church Magazine CAA Ministries will share
further on how you can structure, organize,
and reach the expectations you desire for your
church. Next month we continue in this series of
“Seven Common Ministries for Successful Outreach and Church Growth.” The featured strategy in the next issue will be the importance and
need for a “Communications Ministry” within
your church.
* Dr. Thom Rainer is currently serving as the
president and CEO of LifeWay Christian Resources.
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Article

“Life Change
Happens in Circles,
Not in Rows.” Are
You Kidding Me?
By Thom Schultz

T

hey say the “right” thing. “Sunday morning isn’t the main
event. The real ministry happens in our small groups.” “Life change
happens in circles, not in rows.”
More ministry leaders are arriving at an
intellectual or spoken conclusion that effective
ministry is relational. They may say that personto-person interaction leads to far more spiritual
growth than a speech from the pulpit. But do
their actions really support this notion?
I’ve heard pastors from high-profile megachurches tout the ultimate ministry payoff
through their small groups. And I’ve heard
youth pastors boast about the number of small
groups they’ve started. But a closer examination of their weekly priorities may tell a different story.
Though many verbally acknowledge the
value of their relational ministries, they devote
very little of their time or attention to these
ministries. Though they may say people ultiThe American Church Magazine®

mately gain more from conversations and interactions with others than from their sermons,
they spend 30 hours in sermon prep–and 15
minutes in small group prep.
It’s often said you can accurately determine people’s real priorities by examining two
things–their wallet and their schedule. So, what
might a church’s financial and staff time commitments tell us about the church’s true priorities? How much time and resources are devoted
to small group involvement and other relational
ministries–vs. what is devoted to the Sunday
morning service?
“For where your treasure is, there your heart
will be also.”
While working on an upcoming documen-
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tary film on the state of the
church in America, I ran across
a church in Louisiana that pays
more than lip service to its
relational ministries. The pastor, Wayne Northup, regularly
lays out the priorities for the
congregation–using the metaphor of a meal.
Notice the emphasis here.
He names the Sunday morning
service the Appetizer, “a place
where you can get your taste
buds going.” The Main Course,
however, is small group involvement.
And he’s very sincere about
the weighting of this meal.
Wayne devotes major chunks
of his time and attention to
the Main Course. All small
group leaders go through 16
weeks of training–on group
dynamics, leadership, caregiving, theology, and personal
growth. They’re required to
read five books and do multiple practical assignments.
The real work of ministry
happens within these little
mini-congregations. They care
for one another, discuss the
Bible, celebrate birthdays and
anniversaries together, help
one another with residential
moves, engage in community
service, handle personal crises,
and make hospital calls. Group
leaders and members are accountable for outreach, discipleship, group multiplication,
and prayer support.
They are the church, the
Body of Christ.

The American Church Magazine®
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Navigating Transitions

Locate “You Are
Here” on the Map
By Lavern Brown

A

n episode of “Dual Survival” showed the futility of navigating in
the wilderness with a map, if you don’t know where you are. The map
can’t tell you which direction to head if you don’t know where you
are. If you use terrain and topography to get a rough idea of your location, the map will help you walk out of trouble.1

Turnaround pastors must find “You Are Here”
on the map before they can lead the church out
of the wilderness. This article, the second article
in a series about being a turnaround pastor, explains how.
You find that big red “X” on the map, by conducting an assessment to identify system behaviors that have hindered growth. At the same time,
you’ll discover resources to be used to foster a
healthy ministry.
The assessment tools are simple: a thorough
review of church documents, personal interviews
with members, a professional survey to evaluate
ministry effectiveness, and demographic analysis
of the community.2
If you’ve been the church’s pastor more than
three years, consider a consultant to assist you. It
will help you avoid researcher’s bias.
Document review
Written records contain the application of the
church’s actual values to daily decisions, practical
problems and money management. The informaThe American Church Magazine®

tion you want is stored in annual reports, minutes
of official meetings, the constitution and by-laws,
financial and attendance records, and policy
manuals.
Gather them and set aside a full day to read
them. As you read, note recurring patterns, pivotal decisions and ill-advised policies that led to
the church’s current dilemma.
For example, were ministries audited for effectiveness when budgets were drawn up? Was
the acquisition of a mortgage accompanied by an
actual outreach plan that would grow the church
so it could afford the debt? Is there evidence of
consistent follow-through on plans? Does the
constitution reflect how the church actually operates? Does the Board make decisions that should
be handled by staff? Is there a habit of deferring
decisions?3 Is church discipline enforced or are
troublemakers treated with deference?4
Personal Interviews
Interviews are vital. Record them for transcription or have an assistant take notes. Ask
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open-ended questions that stimulate reflection.5
• What can you tell me about how you came
to faith?
• How did you first come to this church?
• Why did you stay? What attracted you?
• Why do some visitors “stick” and others
don’t?
• What do we need to do so this church can
move forward?
• Give me your advice on being a better pastor here.
• What works well here?
In time you’ll hear themes repeated. Be patient and continue to listen attentively; someone
will surprise you with information others didn’t
mention. Many times I’ve found the lone, offhand comment sheds new light on the past.
Professional surveys
The Transformational Church Assessment Tool
measures how your church functions as a disciple-making ministry. The Natural Church Development Survey gauges its efficiency in areas needful
for church health. Both examine similar elements
with a different focus.6
Demographic research
Demographic research illuminates the mission
field. A tool like the Ministry Area Profile provides
community data on population trends, marital
status, family structure, housing, education, occupation, faith involvement, religious preferences,
primary life concerns, key values and more.7 If
the budget is tight you may gather some of this at
City-Data.com, but it is a tedious process.8
Supplement demographic data with interviews of community leaders. They know the
unmet needs, have insight into the culture and
will know how churches can serve the community. You can’t get this insight from demographic
products.
Written Report
Write out your findings and recommendations
in two main sections. The first section has three
subsections: what you found in the documents,
what you learned in the interviews and what the
professional survey instrument uncovered.
In the first subsection detail what you found
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in the documents. Make note of patterns that
have been sustained, identify ill-advised decisions, and point out unhealthy processes contained in the records. Use examples that illustrate
your points as people will understand the stories
more than the findings themselves. Tease out the
links between historical facts and the church’s
current predicament. Identify long-term trends
and behaviors that must change.
In the next subsection collate the interviews
into an exposition structured around common
themes. Chances are you’ll find people repeating stories about things like “Micromanaging
Board Leadership”, “Failure to Execute”, “Lack of
Outreach” and “No Meaningful Vision.” The third
subsection summarizes the results of the survey
instrument.
Wrap up your analysis by identifying where
the documents, interviews and surveys confirm
one another. Chances are you’ll find certain issues cropping up in all three; when this happens
you’ll have a higher degree of confidence in your
conclusions.
Finish your analysis with a brief portrait of the
mission field and identify community needs the
church can address with its current resources.
Recommendations
The second major section of your report lists
your recommendations. Be selective when deciding which issues to tackle and in what order.
Advocate for three to five actions that must be
taken to move the church forward. Chances are
those will take you several years to executive.
Your ministry plan will hang on these recommendations, so pick actions that will rock the
church’s world.9
Roll out
Finally, determine the best way to present
your assessment and recommendations to the
church. Would it be wise to present it to the governing body before the congregation? If so, they
may champion the recommendations, making
your job a lot easier.
If the governing body is weak or obstructive,
you may wish to present it to a group of thought
leaders and influencers first. Ask them to help
you roll it out to the congregation. Or you may be
in a position to go public without the permission
or help.
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Once you’ve figured out where the church
is on the map you need to gain consensus that
you’ve spotted them on the map. Then you’ll be
in a position to lead them to safety and productivity.
“Misty Mountain Drop” Dual Survival. Discovery
Channel, March 12, 2013.
2. .This typically includes interviews with school
principals, police officials, and elected officials like
the mayor and city council members or County
Superintendents.
3. In the records of one church I found that the
governing body spent nine years talking about
installing a basketball hoop. The issue was closed
when, as noted in one meeting, someone put up a
basketball hoop without board approval.
4. .This tends to be a problem in smaller congregations; the dysfunctional members are more likely to
be tolerated in small churches.
5. .You may need to modify your questions to probe
something that surfaces in the interviews. Always
ask open-ended questions that don’t lead to a
given response.
6. Survey instruments like the Natural Church Development Survey or the Transformational Church
Assessment Tool provide objective results, so you
can administer these to the congregation without
fear of bias. Natural Church Development tools
are available online at http://bit.ly/YRuTDF. The
LifeWay Transformational Church Assessment Tool
is also available online at http://bit.ly/Zu2Adr.
7. The Ministry Area Profile Report is available from
Percept at http://bit.ly/YSeKhq.
8. http://www.city-data.com.
9. For example, if you learn the church is suffering
because of sin tolerated in the past you recommend a solemn assembly to repent of this sin. See
Kenneth Quick, Stuart Hoffman and Julie Becker,
Healing the Heart of Your Church (St. Charles, IL:
Churchsmart Resources), 2003. Or, if you find the
governing board is a permission denying, micromanaging group, you should recommend that the
board delegate responsibility, authority and budget
to various ministry groups so the board can focus
on policy and direction.
1.
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